
 

 

Experimenting and Developing- trying out things 
Enlarge- enlarge an image from very small, draw it bigger and bigger until it is huge. 

Enlarge a section- choose a part of an image to enlarge, use a viewfinder and enlarge that section 

Overlap- Draw an image and overlap the same section or a different section over the top again 
and again. 

Splitting sections- split up your page into sections maybe lines, squares circles or other 
shapes. Draw different parts of your image in each section. You could also draw the same part 
of the image in each section. 

Simplify- take a detailed image and simplify the shapes etc. to abstract it. 

Rotation and symmetry- take your picture or a section of your picture, draw a mirror image of it 
next to it, then rotate it below, then back up to the top. So you have a full square of a fully 
rotated picture. 

Cutting and ripping- draw a picture, cut it or rip and put it back together randomly. 

***** A paper sculpture- build up a sculpture with shapes and lines out of paper or another 
material. 

****** 3D relief picture- build up a relief picture/ sculpture using card. 

****** Found objects sculpture- make a sculpture made up of found objects. 

Prepare Papers - use different surfaces/ textured paper and paint to work on. Tracing paper/ 
Tissue paper/ wall paper / brown paper / coloured paper / scrunched up paper. 

Drawing in line- create a drawing just using lines- small, short, thick, thin, wiggly etc. 

Mono / relief/ emulsion print – build up a print and try printing on different surfaces                                                   

Scratching – Scratch into a surface such as tin foil, plaster, wet paint, oil pastel. 

Collage- collage made up of coloured paper / magazines / black, white and brown paper / 
found objects. 

Mixed Media work – a mixture of different types of materials all on one piece of work. 
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